Pref-Defend
Preferential transfer claims are an unwelcome fact of life for many
companies. The claims are brought against creditors by bankruptcy
trustees seeking to recover monies that a debtor paid in the
90-day period before it filed for bankruptcy. When they occurred,
the transfers were completely legal and made as part of normal
day-to-day business operations.
Process of Product
Husch Blackwell has developed a sophisticated computer program
for analyzing preferential transfer defenses. This program, coupled
with our team’s extensive experience defending these claims, allows
us to more meaningfully advise you about steps you can proactively
take to minimize your preference exposure before problems arise.
The analytics process includes the following steps:

1
We clear conflicts
on your account
debtor.

2
You provide us payment
history and your industry
classification code.

3
Husch Blackwell’s
proprietary computer
program analyzes
your data.

4
We generate a
comprehensive report
for you that includes:
• Current estimated
exposure
• Detailed data
analytics
• Suggested
settlement reserve
amount

Comprehensive analysis helps to quickly spot strengths and weaknesses in your case.

5
A highly experienced
attorney consults
with you on strategies
for minimizing your
preference exposure.

Why Us

300+
analytical results
generated instantly

• A highly sophisticated, self-developed computer program
that analyzes the key facts to identify your optimal avoidance
action defenses.
• Real-time “what if” analytics that instantly show how your
exposure changes depending on the outcome of key variables.
• A proprietary forecasting model for more accurately predicting
the likely settlement amount of your case.

Detailed reports of key
defenses save legal fees,
time and frustration.

• A team of attorneys who collectively have many decades of
experience prosecuting and defending preference actions
throughout the United States (including the successful
resolution of many multimillion-dollar claims).
• Alternative fee arrangements (AFAs) that enable you to
control litigation costs, from a law firm recognized as one of
the 22 nationwide that excel at AFAs.

Solutions for where you are – and where
you want to be.
From our offices in 18 U.S. cities, Husch Blackwell
has the depth to scale agile teams tailored to the
complexity of local matters.

Leading toward better.
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Husch Blackwell is an industry-focused business
and litigation law firm delivering innovative and
strategic solutions to organizations around the
world. Drawing on extensive industry knowledge
and experience, we move clients forward.
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